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The world is swiftly changing, and rapidly evolving towards a smart world in which almost all things can
behave smartly with certain levels of artificial intelligence. Such the smart world has been emerging as the
next revolutionary stage in human history. We are very pleased to announce that OAE Publishing Inc. has
just created a new journal dedicated to the important and exciting field of smart world.
Smart world is a broad prospect involving penetrative intelligence into ubiquitous things, including physical
objects and environments as well as various kinds of systems. The ubiquitous intelligence and smartness are
changing traditional lifestyles, and will eventually encompass all aspects of the cyber, physical, social, and
thinking spaces.
The smart world is set to enhance everyday things with abilities of sensation, communication, computation
and intelligence so that many tasks and processes could be simplified, more efficient, and enjoyable. It
consists of numerous “smart things” that can be endowed with different levels/forms of intelligence and
even be connected together for a network level of intelligence with the capability of thinking. However,
a series of challenging issues exist as barriers to move existing computing services into intelligent and
autonomic services of smart world. Research on smart world is an emerging research field covering many
interdisciplinary areas, essential problems and crucial issues in making the truly smart world that benefits
humanity, and safeguards the natural environment for sustainable development and evolution.
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This journal aims to serve as a stable and recognized platform for disseminating crucial, timely, and farreaching research results as well as to establish a broad forum for fostering vital discussions and further
accelerating progress in the area of smart world. The journal covers a spectrum of research aspects: (1)
general smart entities related to smart objects, systems, spaces and environments, etc.; (2) advanced smart
technologies in sensing, networking, computing as well as big data, cloud, IoT, etc.; (3) specific smart
applications and services such as industry, agriculture, transportation, healthcare, education, logistics,
energy, disaster monitoring, etc.; (4) critical social issues related to the smart world, such as security, safety,
trust, privacy, abuse, ethics, etc.
The mission of the journal is to provide a high-profile, leading-edge forum for collaboratively exploring
the state-of-the-art advances and innovations in the smart world and bring the research community and
practitioners the most promising and ground-breaking research, innovative concepts, best practices, and
insightful case studies. We welcome authors to publish their high-caliber research in the journal of Smart
World.
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